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1. INTRODUCTION 
In many recent group theoretical investigations, the normalizers of all, or 
at least some, nontrivial p groups are p constrained. In particular, if these 
normalizers are p solvable they are p constrained. For the definition and a 
discussion of p constraint, see below (or [3], Section 8.1). Suppose B is a 
nonprincipal p block with nontrivial defect group D. In this paper we show 
that if the normalizer of D, N(D), isp constrained, then O,f[N(D)] # e. Here, 
O,(K) is the maximal normal subgroup of K of order prime to p. A similar 
result holds for the normalizer N(D,) of any p group D, , such that 
e # D, C D. This puts a restriction on the possible defect groups D when 
the normalizers of certain nontrivial p groups are p constrained. The results 
are essentially a restatement of ([11-I), when the p constraint is present. 
The notation is fairly standard. Let G be a finite group with identity 
element e. Define N,(K) to be the normalizer of K in H, C,(K) the central- 
izer of K in H. If K is a subgroup, Z(K) is the center of K. A group H is 
called p local, if it is the normalizer of a nontrivial p group. The concept of 
p constraint is defined in [3], Section 8.1, as follows. A finite group H is 
p constrained if C,(P) c O,,,,(H), w h ere P is a Sylow p group of O,,,,(H). 
Here, O,(K) is the maximal normal p group in K. If K is a subset of G, 
(K) denotes the group generated by the elements of K. An element is called 
p regular if its order is prime to p. 
2. DEFECT GROUPS OF ~-CONSTRAINED GROUPS 
The following theorem restricts the possible defect groups of a finite 
group G. 
THEOREM I. Let D be a nontrivial defect group for a nonprincipal p block 
B of G. Let H be a subgroup of G containing C(D), fos which O,(H) # e. If H 
is p constrained, O,,(H) # e. 
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Proof. Suppose O,(H) = e. Let K = O,(H) # e. As H is p constrained, 
C(K) 2 K. In particular, then, no p-regular element centralizes K, except e. 
By [2], see 5c, there is a block b of C(D) for which bo = B. 
The defect group of b is D n C(D) = Z(D). As C(D) C H, C(D) normal- 
izes K. This means KC(D) is a group with K Q KC(D). Also, 
KC(D)/K g C(D)/K n C(D). As K n C(D) Q C(D), and C(D) has Z(D) 
as a defect group, K n C(D) C Z(D). The block b of C(D) can be considered 
as a block 6 of C(D)/K n C(D) by considering the blocks to be determined 
by the modular representations (and using [I]-I-9B, 9D). As bo = B, and B 
is not the principal block of G, b is not the principal block of C(D) 
(by [l]-I-IOB or [2]-7E). This means d is not the principal p block of 
C(D)/K n C(D) g KC(D)/K (using [l]-I-9D). Now, 6, considered as a 
nontrivial block of KC(D)/K corresponds to a nontrivial block br of KC(D). 
As K (3 KC(D), K is in the defect group of b, . But now (by [II-I, Section 6), 
K must be centralized by ap-regular element in KC(D) C H. This contradicts 
the first paragraph of the proof and proves the theorem. 
The following corollary is immediate. 
COROLLARY 1. Let D be the defect group of a nonprincipal p block, B, 
with D # e. Suppose e # D1 CD. If H is a subgroup of N(D,), containing 
C(D) which is p constrained, then O,(H) # e. 
These results place restrictions upon the manner in which the defect 
groups are located in a Sylow p group. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose H is a p group which normalizes no nontrivial 
group of order prime to p. Let D be a defect group fw a nonprincipal p block, B. 
Suppose e # d E D n C(H). Then N((d)) is not p constrained. In particular, 
if the p-local subgroups are p constrained, D n C(H) = e. 
Proof. Suppose N((d)) is p constrained. Clearly C(D) C C(d), and so 
L = O,$N((d))] # e. But, H C C(d) as d E C(H), and so L is normalixed by 
H. This is a contradiction. 
These corollaries can be applied in a large class of groups arising in certain 
classification problems. In particular, suppose that all p local subgroups are 
p constrained, and in the terminology of J. Thompson’s N-group paper 
(see [3] or [4]) p fz nd . This means that a Sylow p group, P, contains a normal 
abelian subgroup of rank 3 and no nontrivial group of order prime to p is 
normalized by P. If p = 2 such a group has been called of characteristic 
2 type by Gorenstein ([4], Section 1). The following result is immediate from 
Corollary 1 (and [4], Theorem 1). 
COROLLARY 3. If G is a simple group of characteristic 2 type, all nonprin- 
cipal2-blocks have defect zero. 
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Proof. If D is a nontrivial defect group for a nonprincipal 2-block, 
N(D) is 2-constrained and O,,[N(D)] = e (by [4], Theorem l), contradicting 
Corollary 1. A similar result follows using any 2 group D, , such that 
e # D, C D. 
As is mentioned in [4], Section 1, all groups of Lie type in characteristic 
2, with some obvious low rank exceptions, appear to be of characteristic 
2 type. Corollary 3 shows that the 2-block structure of these groups is trivial 
in the sense that all nonprincipal a-blocks are of defect zero. 
If p # 2 or if G is not simple, the strong result of [4], Theorem 1, on the 
p-local subgroups, may not hold. However, the Thompson Transitivity 
theorem ([3], Theorem 8.5.6) states that no nontrivial group of order prime to 
p is normalized by any element A of Scrg(p). Here, Scna(p) is the set of 
abelian p groups of rank at least 3 normal, in some Sylow p group. This 
theorem and Corollary 2 give the following result. 
COROLLARY 4. Let G be a group in which the p-local subgroups of G are 
p constrained and p E ra . Let D # e be a defect group for a nonprincipal p block 
B. Then D n A = e, where A E SC?&). 
This has the following consequence. 
COROLLARY 5. Under the conditions of Corollary 4, the degrees of characters 
of B are divisible by pi, where 1 A 1 = pt. Equivalently, if G has order p0 .g,, 
where p{ g,, , the defect of B is at most a - t. 
Proof. If x is a character in B, x(n) = 0 if n is not conjugate to an 
element of D (by [I]-II-7A). In particular, x(n) = 0, if n E A - e. This 
means zacA x(a) = x(e), and so pt 1 x(e). The second statement follows 
immediately from [11-I, Section 6. 
Alternatively, let P be a Sylow p group containing A <I P. Assume 
D C P. Then 1 AD ( = P~+~, as A n D = e. Consequently, d < a - t. The 
first part follows from this by [11-I, Section 6. 
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